FLOOR UPGRADE FOR BOC EDWARDS
BOC Edwards has been specifying Ryebrook Resins’ seamless floors for factories across the UK since
the early 1990’s, the most recent being Unit 7 at Shoreham-by-Sea, West Sussex. Providing the precise
level of abrasion and impact resistance required for this particular facility, the 600m area was screeded
with Ryeflow 2000, giving 2mm thick coverage. “Although we operate around-the-clock, the floor was
installed without any loss of production, thanks to careful planning from the Ryebrook team”, explains
Kevin Hunt, Cell Leader at BOC Edwards.

Hard-wearing, the floor has proven to be extremely resilient against damage from the heavy mechanical
lifting equipment and the metal pallets which are constantly being moved across it. Offering both aesthetic as well as practical benefits, red and grey colour-coding provides clear demarcation of work-areas
and gangways, whilst excellent anti-slip properties help ensure employee safety.
As BOC Edwards has moved into more hi-tech operations, traditional concrete floors have been replaced with Ryebrook seamless floors, as a solution to the demands of modern industry. “Before the
Ryebrook floor was laid we had to apply standard floor paint to the concrete every few months, to keep
the facility both safe as well as presentable,” explains Kevin. The new resin floor significantly reduces
dust in the atmosphere and being easy-to-clean and resistant to oil spillage, its functionality is ensured
for many years to come.
With over 30 years experience in resin floor technology, Ryebrook is continually investing in ongoing
R&D, successfully maintaining their position at the forefront of the industry. Ryebrook is one of the first
companies in the seamless flooring industry to receive certification under the quality system ISO 9002
and products are tested in accordance with BS 62 19.
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